
FAQs –Vanguard Exterior 
Tabletops 

 

 

What is a Vanguard Exterior tabletop? 

Grosfillex Exterior Vanguard is the ultimate in professional outdoor tabletops. It features the most 
realistic wood & mineral decors in the industry and are engineered to last. Exterior Vanguard is 
scratch, fade and chip resistant, and are easy to clean and disinfect with chlorine or alcohol 
cleansers. They can be combined with Grosfillex folding table bases for easy off-season storage. 

What is the surface of Exterior Vanguard tabletop made of? 

The Exterior Vanguard tabletop utilizes specially developed technology with a poplar veneer board, 
which is moisture-resistant and exceptionally robust for outdoor areas. Featuring a 1.2 mm 
thickness and 0.6 mm thickness HPL coating on both sides, it offers high resistance. The edges 
are reinforced with a sturdy 2 mm ABS edge that has a UV protective varnish. 

Product safety 

The Exterior Vanguard tabletop is one of the safest surfacing materials available. Despite its 
thickness, it is amazingly lightweight, contributing to the table's stability. Once assembled on a 
Grosfillex table base, it provides excellent stability and will not tip over. 

How easy is it to assemble Exterior Vanguard tabletops to Grosfillex table bases? 

Assembling Exterior Vanguard tabletops to Grosfillex table bases is incredibly easy. The tabletops 
feature rails that allow for hassle-free installation onto your chosen Grosfillex base. All the 
necessary hardware is provided with the base, eliminating the need for pre-drilling or mounting 
plates.  

Can Exterior Vanguard tabletops be used with other market table bases? 

Yes, they can. However, it's important to note that Grosfillex cannot guarantee the performance 
and stability of tables built with non-Grosfillex bases. There is a potential risk of failure or tipping, 
which the end-user will need to consider. 

How long will my Exterior Vanguard tabletop last? 

The lifespan of your Exterior Vanguard tabletop depends on the amount of use and proper care it 
receives. With appropriate maintenance, these exterior tabletops can last for years. Grosfillex 
provides a two-year limited commercial warranty on Exterior Vanguard tabletops, covering 
resistance to cracking, blistering, peeling, delaminating, and warping when properly assembled. 
Additionally, Exterior Vanguard tabletops are designed to withstand harsh outdoor environments 
with their UV protective varnish 

Product Sustainability 

• Certified according to the specifications of the CARB (California Air Resources Board), resulting in 
a significant reduction in formaldehyde concentration during production.  

• Conservation of natural resources achieved through a reduced use of chipboard, with a total 
thickness of 48 mm using two chipboard layers of 12 mm each. 


